DOUBLE HUNG WINDOWS

D O U B L E

H U N G

W I N D O W S

THE CLASSIC LOOK & FEEL
THE ELEGANCE OF ALUMINIUM
Double Hung windows are simple and functional in design. Ventilation is easy to regulate as top
and bottom sashes can be opened as much or as little as needed for excellent air circulation,
allowing warm air out the top and cool air in below.

ELEGANCE

JASON PRODUCT FEATURES

Locking systems are
generally keyed alike
(one key fits all)

STRENGTH
Sturdy frame design maintains minimum frame
width of 75mm. Compatible with all Jason
Window products.
PLASTER STOPS
Jason’s unique Plaster Stop minimises cracking
and reduces the cost of maintenance.
FLYSCREEN
Flush fitting full-length flyscreen. Extruded
section for added strength.

Clip-on external moulds

BEAUTY

SPIRAL BALANCE
Counterbalanced with top quality spiral spring
balance ensuring smooth and effortless
operation.

EXTERNAL FRAME MOULDING
A clip-on mould provides a perfect window to
cladding alignment for frame/clad construction.
Specifically designed to compliment Cedar, PVC
and Hardie Plank external cladding systems.

COLOURS
Thinking of colour? Jason offers a large range of
decorator colours that can be co-ordinated with
windows and doors for a total ‘look’. They are
available in gloss or matt, using the latest powder
coat finish oven cured, to give lasting beauty and
durability. The final effect can be enhanced with
the use of toned glass - the choice is yours.
STANDARDS & COMPLIANCE
Products are designed to meet the performance
criterion as stipulated in AS 2047 and tested by
NATA approved agencies. As a member of the
Australian Window Association products are
subject to third party audits designed to ensure
that the product matches the publicised test
results. Performance labels are permanently
placed on all windows to confirm the structural
rating and the water performance capabilities.
QUALITY
Certified to ISO9001. Audited bi-yearly to
ensure compliance.

QUALITY

KEYLOCK
A keyed cam-catch lock is a standard feature on
all Double Hung windows. Locking systems are
generally keyed alike (one key fits all).
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*

COLONIAL BARS
Choose either a chamfered or flat profile
Colonial Bar that is precisely cut to provide the
effect you are looking for.
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Ventilation is easy to
regulate as top and
bottom sashes can
be opened

SASH STOPS
Top and bottom sash stops prevent damage
when operating sashes.

